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Paramenstrual Baby Battering

SIR,-I am deeply concerned at the current
emphasis on the idea that women who
better their babies miay be recognized at
antenatal examinations, clinics, and else-
where as mothers with unwanted children
whom they neiither love nor care for and in
whom tlley take little interest.

Since 1966, when I first drew attention to
the possibility of mothers battering their
children during the premensruum,1 I have
seen a steady stream of women, some re-
ferred directly because they battered their
child during or just before menstruation
and others suffering from premenstrual
tension, who, during the interview, admit to
,having hit and injured one or more of their
children. My experience of the character-
istics of this group is diametrically opposed
to the current teaching. These are charac-
teristically women with a strong maternal
urge, genuinely fond of their children, but
who in a sudden fit of premenstrual irrit-
ability lose their control and injure their
much-loved offspring. They are model
mothers for the other days of the menstrual
cycle.
The size of this group of menstrually

related baby batterers is unknown, for my
practice is biased. They may merely repre-
sent an insignificant proportion of the whole
or they could represent up to 50% of all
battering mothers. The importance of
recognizing the group lies in the simplicity
and ease of diagnosis and its satisfactory
response to progesterone therapy, which
eliminates the premenstrual irritability and
aggression responsible for the battering and
therefore maintains the loving relationship
between parents and cjhildren wiithout im-
paring the unity of the family.

Further research will determine the true
incidence of menstrually related bactterers.
It then remains for the education of all con-
cerned with battered babies to bear this
possibility always in mind and provide the
necessary treatment with progesterone.
Social workers must not be too embarrassed
to ask the mother at the first interview when
her next menstruation is expected. This vital
question cannot be delayed while the social
worker builds up a meaningful relationship
with the mother, because retrospective recall
of menstrual dates is unreliable.-I am, etc.,

K. DALTON
London W.1

Dalton, K., Proceedings of the Royal Society of
Medicine, 1966, 59, 1014.

Warning from Saskatchewan

SIR,-I would like to bring to the notice of
doctors considering emigrating to Saskat-
chewan, certain radical ctanges in medical
licensure presently ibeing considered by the
Saskatchewan Provincial Government.
An advisory ommnittee report has recently

been published which advocates that medical
licensing shall in future be split into a
number of categories: family practice, de-
fined or specialist, educational, iteaching and
research, temporary, and non-clinical. It is
further proposed that all those who are
currently engaged in family practice or who
plan to enter it must obtain the Licentiate of
the Medical Council of Canada qualification
within two years. Those who are engaged
in specialist practice or who plan to enter

such practice will be required to obtain the
F.R.C.S.(C.) within a similar period. A
further radical suggestion is that all clinical
licences will be issued for a limited dura-
tion and that holders will be required to
demonstrate repeated proof of their con-
tinuing competence to practise. The practical
details of this last propo-sal have not yet
been worked out.
Any doctor who is negotiating acceptance

of a post in Saskatchewan would be unwise
not to study these proposals in detail before
making any binding decision.-I am, etc.,

DAVID R. AMIES
Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan

Training in Contraception

SIR,-The Joint Committee on Contracep-
tion of the Royal College of Obstetricians
and Gynaecologists and of the Royal College
of General Practitioners was established over
two years ago. Since Septentler 1973, when
it published its intentions in your journal
(22 September 1973, pp. xv and 647), the
comnittee has been recognizing courses of
theoretical instruction in contraception and
also approving training clinics and instruct-
ing doctors. Trainees who complete the
training syllabus for doctors can obtain the
joint committee's certificate.

In the meantime the Fasnily Planning

Assciation has continued training activities
within its own cdinics and has been granting
its own certificate. The F.P.A. is now in the
process of handing over most of its clinic
activities to the health authorities. The
F.P.A. intends to continue training doctors
until April 1976 and possibly longer. How-
ever, it is obviously uneconomical for two
paratllel supervisory organizations to be
carrying out almost identicaI functions. It
has therefore been agreed that the activities
of the joint committee and the training de-
partment of the F.P.A. will merge during
the coming year. As a first step all certifi-
cates issued by both organizations will be in
identical form with effect from 1 May 1975
and will cost £7-50.
To maintain the high standard of training

in familly planning the now tripartite Join,t
Committee on Contraception believes that
doctors teaching family planning should
possess this joint certificate or equivalent
tra-ining. The approval of the joint certificate
is in no way aligned to the N.H.S. item-of-
service payment for contraceptive services,
but we believe that general practitioners and
doctors working in family planning clinics
wi.l find that courses recognized by the joint
committee provide appropriate training.-I
am, etc.,

JOHN D. 0. LOUDON
Chairman,

Joint Committee on Contraception
London N.W.1

Consultant Negotiations

SIR,-Several consultants Ihave recently ex-
pressed to me their concern oveTr the recenft
work-to-contract. Some are understandably
distressed by ithis significant change in the
profession's attitude and behaviour. Another
group appears now to be equally concerned
about the recent advice of the Central Con-
mittee for Hospital Medical Services to
suspend the work-to-ontract and to return
to the negotiating table. I would be most
grateful, therefore, if I may be allowed to
outline the position as I see it in my role as
ohairman of the Negotiating Subcommittee
of the C.C.H.M.S.
During recent years it had become in-

creasingly difficult to achieve any significan(t
improvement in our terms and oonditions of
service through the mechanism of the Joint
Negotiating Commititee-in spite of the most
strenuous efforts by the negotiators. At the
same time, and for a variety of reasons, the
basic salary of the ordinary consultant had
become increasingly inadequate. There was
a widespread feeling that neither the J.N.C.
nor the Review Body machinery was being
successful in protecting the interests of con-
sultants, and understandably there developed
considerable disenchantment with, and loss
of confidence in, both bodies.

In ouTr negotiations appeals to logic, fair-
ness, and reason were almost invariably un-
successful. It also became obvious that a
tough and determined approach by the
negotiators themselves was equally un-
rewarding. It therefore became inevitable
that the profession itself (as opposed to its
negotiators) would have to demonstrte its
,toughness and determination. It was against
this background of dissatisfaction and
frustration that the profession rejected Mrs.
Castle's unhappy contract (together with its
apparent grave threat to the option agree-
ment). Subsequently both whole-4ime and

part-rime consultants throughout -the country
gave widespread support to the worlk-to-
contract.
The recent meeting with the Secretary of

State and her letter to the Secretary of the
B.M.A. (26 April, p. 202) provide a clarifica-
tion and a redefinition of ithe existing option
agreement which more -than protected the
present position of those taking a maximum
part-tixme contract, and this in turn protects
the independence of the profession. The
further letter, to Dr. C. E. Astley (26 April,
p. 202), contains a series of assurances to
the profession which should lead to major
improvements in the existing contracts (both
full4time and part-time). I hope that con-
sultanits will study the correspondence very
carefully and that they will note in particular
the agreements in principle to reward addi-
tional work (emergency recall fees, payment
for voluntary exta sessions, family planning,
and administrative work). The long incre-
mental scale has been shortened and London
weighting allowances are to be introduced.
Recognition of "on call" is to be re-
examined, as are the alilowances for cars and
telephones. In the important field of super-
annuation the Secretary of State has
promised to make proposals to recognize war
service. These two letters, then, following a
slhort period of determined action, have not
only provided protection for the option
agreement but should also lead to major im-
provements in the existing contract for all
consultants.
Some consultants did not support the

work-ito-cont-act, but, while their attitude
was quite understandable, I belfieve it is
quite clear that without this dispay of fivm-
ness the recent agreements would not have
been achieved. To the other group, who feel
hat sanctions shouild have continued or
even been intensified, I must point out tha
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very real concessions and assurances have
been made to the profession and that further
concessions would not have been achieved
without a significant increase in sanctions-
sanctio-ns which might have had a very
haTmful effect on patients.
The Negotiatinig Subcommittee ihas to

assess and to represent 'the views and
interests of the whole body of consultants,
most of whom are reasonable men who care
deeply about their patients. While one can-
not hope to convert or persuade all those
holding extreme views (either for or aga,inst
sanctions), I do believe that the vast majority
of consulants now recognize the necessity
and justification for fthe imposiition of
sanctions. I also believe that a similar vast
majority wilI understand and support the
decision to lift the sanctions so that negotia-
tions can now take place.

Finally, I should point out that all those
involved in the coming negotiations will
now be well aware of the determination of
the profession, and they will negotiate in the
knowledge that sanctionis Which have been
lifted can always be reimposed.-I am, etc.,

-A. H. GRABHAM
Chairman,

Negotiating Subcommittee, C.C.H.M.S.
Kettering

SIR,-Many of the consultant linkmen, of
whom I am one, will have been dismayed by
the action of the B.M.A. secretariat in
general, and the B.M.A. negotiators in parti-
cular, in pushing through their decision to
terminate the work-to-conitract. We had
been given specific assurances that such a
decision would first have to be ratified by
consultants as a whole. We had been assured
that the B.M.A. would be working with the
Hospital Consultants and Specialists Asso-
ciation in harmony. We had been assured
that after the preliminary "exploratory" talks
there was no basis for further discussions,
yet these were entered into. We had been
told that the work-o-contract would not be
ended unless concrete changes in our con-
tracts had been achieved.

In the event, Dr. E. B. Lewis and his
fellow-negotiators decided a course of action
whlich consultants had no opportunity of
influencing. Dr. D. P. Stevenson appeared
on television even before the Central Com-
mittee for Hospital Medical Services had
met. The indecent haste with which the
B.M.A. forced th,rough Mrs. Castle's non-
deal is equalled only by the gross indecency
of not including Dr. T. R. Beatson of the
H.C.S.A. in their negotiations.

Consultants are precisely where they were
four months ago, except that they now know
which of their negotiators not to trust. The
whole-timer has not had his 11 sessions
reduced to 10. The part-timer is as
threatened as before. None of us have ad-
vanced in the achievement of any fringe
benefits. The B.M.A. negotiators, God help
us, depend on Mrs. Castle's promises.
The B.M.A. has done us a historic dis-

service. The work-to-contract was begun
only after much agonizing self-examination.
How can it so easily have been tossed aside?
No explanations of tactical expediency can
ever dispel the fact that Aneurin Bevan's
phrase of stuffing the consultants' mouth
with gold was meant to be reapplied.
What should consultants do? They should

take a big swallow., appreciate that the work-

to-contract has added about 15 % to the
Review Body's award, and look to negotia-
tors who are plediged to work for hospital
consultants' interests.-I am, etc.,

F. E. WEALE
Shorne, Kent

SIR,-I am appalled at the latest antics of
the B.M.A. negotiators. They have, by call-
ing off sanctions immnediately prior to the
publication of the Review Body report and
under threat of further delay in its publica-
tion, confirmed that: (1) our dispute is
entirely concerned with remuneration;
(2) protestations about the deterioration in
financing and standards in the N.!H.S. are
humbug; and (3) what Aneurin Bevan could
do Barbara Castle could repeat-that is, stuff
our mouths with gold to still our tongues.
By this action and the exclusion of the

Hospital Consultants and Sipecialists Asso-
ciation from these clandestine negotiations
and secret dealings we have forfeited our
unity as a profession and thus the strength
of our negotiating position. Once again it
seems the B.M.A. has sacrificed the hospital
service to political expediency.

I wait with great expectancy to hear what
concessions have been achieved, which mis-
understandings have been so amicably re-
solved, and wlhat development required such
a decision to be taken with such haste that
it was not possible to consult or communicate
through the usual channels with those on
whose behalf our negotiators were acting.
-I am, etc.,

MARTIN SPIRO
Toot Hill,
near Ongar, Essex

New Contract for Junior Hospital Staff

SIR,-We the junior staff of the Department
of Pathology of the Glasgow Royal Infirmary
would like to express grave concern regard-
ing the consequences of this new contract
(if implemented) for the hospital laboratory
services.
Many of us question the wisdom of what

is, effectively, payment '"by the ihour" and
regard moves in this direction as a sacrifice
of professional dignity to political ex-
pediency. Nonetheless, we appreciate the
practical difficulties faced by our negotiators
and note (that a large proportion of clinical
junior staff appear to have given whole-
hearted support to the contract. We have no
wish to diminish the solidarity which the
staff negotiators desire in order to ensure a
contract which, in terms of patient care,
conditions of work, and remuneration, is
just. However, the new system is unlikely to
maintain adequate staffing within the
laboratory service, since the financial rewards
within this sector of the profession will
almost certainly compare very unfavourably
with those in the purely clinical sector. In
this respect it should be noted that the
introduction of the present 80-4hour contract
e,stablished isulbstantial differentials in re-
muneration whiich already appear to ihave
affected recruitment to ithe laboratory
disciplines. The new contract will almost
certainly exaggerate the differentials to a
degree such that few will possess the
dedication to pursue a laboratory career in
the face of much greater financial rewards

in other branches of the profession. We are
therefore exceedingly apprehensive of ithe
consequences of this contract and in 'this are
at one with our senior colleagues, who have
already expressed their concern to the De-
partment of Health and Social Security.
We would therefore suggest that, if the

profession is not permitted to renegotiate for
a high srtandard salary in respect of un-
specified hours, then some form of adequate
inducement allowance for laboratory work
must be incorporated inito this new con'tract.
We further suggest that this should be based
on 'the average "contracted overtime" pay-
able for a given grade within the purely
clinical disciplines. We note that academic
medicine as a whole faces similar problem's
and we feel that the system we propose
might form a suitable solution for this sector,
as for perhaps some other specialties.
Our specialty is one which plays an

essential role in medical and surgical
diagnosis and managemenit. Therefore any
measure likely to cause a drop in recruit-
ment or, worse still, a loss of partially
trained staff must be considered unaccept-
able. For this reason we would insist that
our preceding proposal or an acceptable
alternative be built into the new contract
before it is priced. If no assurance to this
effect can be given, then it would seem that
laboratory staff will have no alternative but
to dissociaite themselves from the existing
negotiations and make direct representations
to the appropriate authorities.- We are, etc.,

BRENDAN F. BOYCE KIERAN O'REILLY
JOHN C. CAMPBELL N. M. PETTIGREW
K. A. FLEMING WILLIAM A. REID
ARTHUR L. C. MCLAY JAMES RODGER
ANNE M. McNIcoL. W. STOCKWELL
RAYMOND P. O'HARE W. D. THOMPSON

Department of Pathology,
Royal Infirmary,
Glasgow

After the Review Body Award

SIR,-In common, I guess, with many other
practitioners I was pleased to read of the
recent Review Body's award. However, I
think it would be far more advantageous to
the profession in the long run if now we
were to indicate to the Government that
after all we are not to be bought by poli-
ticians and that, after due consideration, we
think it better to leave the N.H.S. afiter all.
The present period of unpleasantness
between ourselves and the Government is
not the first one and will certainly not be
the last, and to find ourselves repeatedly
in such circumstances can cause nothing but
mutual embarrassment, to say nothing of loss
of professional respect in the eyes of the
public.

Admittedly there is a strong case for
spreading the financial burden-there always
has been- but there are many ways of
arranging this without getting ourselves in-
volved as we do. It almost amounits to a
professional "death wish." Moreover, once
we were free of direct political control the
profession could operate-no pun intended
-more effectively for the general good. The
General Medical Council, if it existed at all,
could act more in the capacity of the old
craft guilds, while the B.M.A. could confine
itself to clear-cut and forceful negotiation in
any sphere which might be relevant, either
ou,tside or inside Parliament (or within
whatever type of ruling body might be in
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